
Week 1 - Introduction to statistics

What is statistics

Statistics is the science of learning from data.
get result from data

Statistics involves collecting, presenting, analysing and interpreting data.

Objectives and Scope of Statistical Studies
Objectives

A primary objective of the statistician is to obtain information about a target population, using a 
sample.

We use a sample to answer research questions about a target population.
The target population comprises all relevant subjects of interest.
The sample is a manageable subset, selected to make the study feasible.

Scope of Statistical Studies

Study Design and Types of Studies Variables
Study Design

1. Formulate the question of interest

(What? Why? Who?)

2. Specify the target population

(Who/What? Where? When?)

3. Determine the measurements to be collected (the variables).
4. Define the method of data collection

(How? When? Where?)

Populations and Samples

The target population should be well defined.
The sample should be representative of the target population (not biased), and large enough to give 
accurate information about the population.
Ideally, the observations should be independent of each other.

Selecting a Sample

Only a representative sample should be used to make inferences about the target population. One way 
to ensure that a sample is representative of the target population is to obtain a random sample.
A simple random sample, of a given size n, is one in which each set of that size has the same chance of 



being selected from the target population.
A random sample is one where each member of the population has the same chance of being selected.
Whether a sample is random or not is a black or white question.

A Representative Sample

It is often difficult, or even impossible, to obtain a simple random sample.
However, researchers should ensure that the sample they obtain is a representative sample. That is, its 
characteristics should represent those of the target population without bias.

For example, if opinion on same sex marriage was sought from people living in Australia, our 
sample should have people living in Australia from different backgrounds, different age groups, 
different occupations etc.
Think carefully: is there really a difference between different groups

There can be arguments about a sample is representative or not (not a black or white question).

Question 1
Indicate, for each of the following situations, whether the sample is random and/or representative.
a. To investigate the association between alcohol consumption and sleeping patterns in adults, a medial 
centre selects 50 patients from among those claiming to be moderate drinkers. Each is asked to record 
information on their sleeping patterns on two separate nights – one night after drinking alcohol and a second 
night after drinking no alcohol.
    not random
    not representative: moderate drinker cannot represent all drinkers
b. A vet is considering offering a boarding service for pets while their owners are on holiday. The receptionist 
is asked to canvass opinions from pet owners who use the clinic. The receptionist decides to select as a sample 
all owners of pets vaccinated at the clinic in the following week. These owners are asked whether they would 
consider using the boarding service.
    not random
    representative: there is no difference between pet owners who use the clinic and other owners
    not representative: pet owners who use the clinic may be better owners

Types of Studies

An observational study is one in which there is no intervention by the investigator nor is there any 
treatment imposed.

e.g. A researcher takes blood samples from students to measure blood alcohol levels during 
Monday morning lectures in Week 1 of semester.

An experimental study is one in which the investigator has some control over the determinant.
e.g. A researcher randomly assigns law students into two groups. Members of one group are all 
given an alcoholic drink. Each student is asked to argue on a topic and the quality of their 



arguments are rated. Ratings are compared for the two groups.

General Design of a Experimental Study

Question 2
For the following examples, indicate the type of study
a. To investigate whether the antidepressant, Zyban, was useful for smoking cessation, 429 smokers who 
wished to quit were randomly assigned to one of two groups: Zybanor Control. After 12 months, the study 
observed whether each subject had successfully abstained from smoking or relapsed.

experimental study
b. To investigate a link between exposure to lead and tooth decay, a study of 24901 American children 
showed that the greater a child's exposure to lead, the more missing or decayed teeth.

obsverational study

Variables

Measurements are taken on subjects in a study according to the variables of interest. The measurements 
will vary from one subject to another.
In any study, variables take on specific roles and these roles may be classified as:

outcomes(responses)
determinants(may influence responses)
determinants influence outcomes

Bias and Sample size
Bias

Bias may be defined as any systematic error (ie. not occurring randomly) which results in an incorrect 
estimate of a parameter or an incorrect association between variables in a study.
Types of bias

selection bias
any systematic differences occurring in the way that subjects are selected for a study.
For example, suppose we wish to estimate the proportion of 18 to 25 year olds in Australia 
who have private health insurance. Selecting a sample from a student database could produce 
a biased result, since the proportion of students with private health insurance may differ from 
the proportion of other young adults with private health insurance.

measurement bias
systematic differences in the measurement of variables
e.g. people collecting information from subjects may do so more carefully in the morning than 
in the afternoon.

response bias



Response bias can occur when the response rate to a survey is too low.
Why: It is well known that those who respond to a survey often have different characteristics 
than those who don't respond.
Ideally, the response rate should be at least 75% to ensure that a study is not significantly 
affected by response bias.

confounding
A confounder is a variable that distorts(increases or decreases) the apparent effect of one 
variable (determinant) on another (outcome).
e.g. It has been suggested that watching more than four hours of TV per day is associated 
with an increased risk of heart disease. However, it is likely that those who watch a lot of TV 
do not exercise much and it is the lack of exercise which leads to the increased risk of heart 
disease.

Sample Size

A sample needs to be sufficiently large to give an accurate representation of the target population.
The accuracy of a sample for determining a population characteristic depends on two factors

the sample size(n) used for the study
The sample size needed depends on the kind of data which are of interest.

sample size for determining a proportion: most opinion polls are based on surveys of at 
least 500 persons.
sample size for determining a mean: smaller samples are often sufficient for estimating 
characteristics of populations of numerical(measured) data.
a small sample may be sufficient when the population is homogenous

the variability(spread) of the measurements

Question 3
A study was undertaken to investigate the link between red wine consumption and heart disease. Research 
had indicated that people living in France, particularly in the Burgundy area, experience a lower rate of heart 
disease than people living in Australia.
Researchers wish to estimate the average number of glasses of red wine consumed per week by people living 
in France, which has a population of more than 60 million, and people in Australia, which has a population of 
more than 20 million. Researchers have decided to sample 400 subjects for the study.
Assuming the variability in the number of glasses of red wine consumed per week is the same in France and 
Australia, how many subjects should be sampled from each country such that each sample provides the same 
degree of accuracy?

Yes, they provide the same degree of accuracy. The accuracy of the sample is only influenced by 
sample size and variability, population size does not influence it.

Data Classification



Groups like this: 1 = <10%, 2 = 10 to 20%, 3 = 20 to 30%,  4 = 30 to 40%, 5 = 40 to 50%, 6 = >50% 
are categorical

Tutorial 1
A sample of 320 STAT170 students was randomly selected. Each student was asked to  choose which of the 
following factors would have the greatest influence on their choice of a laptop computer for their studies: 
price, portability, speed or technical support. How many variables there are?

Two variables: gender and element that influence choice.
elements that influence choice (price, speed...) is one variable, not four variable

Summary
1. Studies are needed to resolve questions of interest.
2. Studies are deductive/inductive

inductive studies are qualitative/quantitative
quantitative studies are observational/experimental

observational studies are those where there is no intervention by the investigator, nor is any 
treatment imposed
experimental studies are those in which the investigator has some control over the determinant

3. Statistics involves determining population characteristics, using data from samples. 
4. Samples should be unbiased(they should represent the target population). 
5. A random sample is one where each member of the population has the same chance of being selected. 
6. The accuracy of an estimate depends on the sample size and the population variability, but not on the 
population size. 
7. Variables may be continuous, discrete, nominal or ordinal.

Homework
Question 1
Classify the following variables, which recorded information on a sample of patients at a veterinary clinic. The 
patients were all female dogs which had given birth to puppies at the clinic in the past year.
  a. Breed(血统)   categorical, nominal
  b. Vaccinated (vaccinations up to date: yes/no)   categorical, nominal, binary
  c. Age   numerical, discrete continuous
  d. Weight  numerical, continuous
  e. General health (poor, average, good, excellent)   categorical, ordinal
  f. Puppies (number of puppies in litter)   numerical, discrete
  g. dog's mane  just a label (we will not analyse name data)

Question 2
For the two following studies identify:
  i. when the study was conducted
  ii. the target population
  iii. the variables recorded and indicate the type of each variable
a. A study was undertaken to investigate the link between TV violence and aggressive behaviour (Johnson et 
al., Science, 2002). Researchers randomly sampled 707 teenagers from New York State. Of the 88 who watched 
less than one hour of TV per day, 5 were reported to have later committed an aggressive act whilst of the 619 
who watched at least one hour of TV per day, 154 were reported to have committed an aggressive act.
    Teenagers
    i. 2002
    ii. All teenagers in New York State.
    iii. TV watching hour (categorical, ordinal, binary) and number of person who commit aggressive act 
(numerical, discrete) Aggressive acts (ordinal/binary)
b. An experiment was conducted to investigate the link between mobile phone usage and drivers' reaction 
times (Strayer et al., Psych Science, 2001). 64 university students were randomly assigned to one of two 
groups, a treatment group and a control group, both of which used a machine to simulate driving situations. 
The treatment group carried out a conversation on a mobile phone throughout the simulation. Participants 
were instructed to press a brake button as soon as a red light flashed. The mean response time was compared 
for the two groups.
    Drivers



    i.2001
    ii. All drivers who use mobile while driving university students
    iii. whtther using a mobile or not (categorical, nominal) and response time (numerical, continuous)

Notice
Calculate the percentage of female students in your tutorial class? (integer)

60%  60
Already have "percentage" in the question.


